**WORDED STREET NAME SIGNS**

6" SIGN HEIGHT WITH 4" LETTERING

9" SIGN HEIGHT WITH 6" LETTERING

**NUMBERED STREET NAME SIGNS**

6" SIGN HEIGHT WITH 4" LETTERING

9" SIGN HEIGHT WITH 6" LETTERING

**GROUND SIGNS**

**OVERHEAD SIGN**

**NOTES:**

1) Fonts shall be series C, standard highway.

2) Dimensions and minimums are provided for general guidance. Each sign shall be custom formatted as needed to maintain a consistent and balanced appearance. Adjustments shall be kept to the minimum necessary.

3) All dimensions shown are in inches.

4) Bolt holes shall be centered on sign, 1/2" O.C. from edge.

**COLOR LEGEND:**

PUBLIC STREETS: WHITE LETTERING ON GREEN BACKGROUND

PRIVATE STREETS: WHITE LETTERING ON BLACK BACKGROUND

**SIGN LENGTHS:**

1) Sign length shall be as needed to meet lettering widths and minimum spacings shown.

2) Round up sign length to nearest 6" increment (4" minimum for ground-mount signs).

3) Extra spacing to be evenly divided among minimum spacings shown.

**SEE "SIGN LENGTH" NOTES BELOW.**